
M2 via notebook

Using Macaulay2 with Sage
notebook. Progress demo.

Andrey Novoseltsev, January 12, 2010.

You must have Macaulay2 installed in your system.

Your Sage installation must include patches available from the wiki page of the
workshop.

In the right dropbox above select macaulay2.

Typesetting checkbox does not matter.

-- Basic computations worked before and, fortunately, now:
2+2
2-2 

       
4

0

-- Details of the output match the standard one in Macaulay2
S = ZZ/101[t_1 .. t_9, u_1 .. u_9] 

       
S

PolynomialRing

S 

       
S

PolynomialRing

-- Wrapping is disabled in Macaulay2, left click to the left changes it in the
notebook
describe S 

       

ZZ
---[t , t , t , t , t , t , t , t , t , u , u , u , u , u , u , u ,
u , u , Degrees => {18:1}, Heft => {1}, MonomialOrder =>
{MonomialSize => 32}, DegreeRank => 1]
101  1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   1   2   3   4   5   6   7  
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8   9                                                   {GRevLex
=> {18:1} }
                                                                    
{Position => Up    }

-- "S,A,G,E in the end of the line problem" should be fixed in the next release of
the notebook
m = genericMatrix(S, t_1, 3, 3) 

       

| t_1 t_4 t_7 |
| t_2 t_5 t_8 |
| t_3 t_6 t_9 |

        3       3
Matrix S  <--- 

-- It was not possible to have pure comment lines before... 
       
-- It was not possible to have commands occupying several lines...
needsPackage ("Poly" |
"hedra") 

       
Polyhedra

Package

-- TAB-completion was static and didn't include functions from the loaded
packages
-- Now it does work and we should see addCone
add 

       
add

Symbol

-- Help commands were completely broken
help matrix 

       

matrix -- make a matrix
***********************

Synopsis
========

  * Optional inputs:
      * Degree => ...,  -- create a matrix from a doubly-nested
list of ring elements or matrices

Description
===========
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The simplest use of this function is to define a matrix by giving a
doubly nested list of ring elements.  One may also explicitly
provide the ring, or give a matrix as a doubly-nested list of
matrices.

+----------------------------+
|i1 : matrix{{1,2,3},{4,5,6}}|
|                            |
|o1 = | 1 2 3 |              |
|     | 4 5 6 |              |
|                            |
|              2        3    |
|o1 : Matrix ZZ  <--- ZZ     |
+----------------------------+
|i2 : R = QQ[x,y,z];         |
+----------------------------+
|i3 : matrix{{x,0,2},{1,2,y}}|
|                            |
|o3 = | x 0 2 |              |
|     | 1 2 y |              |
|                            |
|             2       3      |
|o3 : Matrix R  <--- R       |
+----------------------------+

The "map" function provides other methods to define a matrix.

Ways to use matrix :
====================

  * "matrix(List)" -- create a matrix from a doubly-nested list of
ring elements or matrices
  * "matrix(Matrix)" -- the matrix between generators
  * "matrix(MutableMatrix)" -- make a matrix from a mutable one
  * "matrix(Ring,List)" -- create a matrix from a doubly nested list
of ring elements or matrices
  * matrix(RingFamily,List), see "matrix(Ring,List)" -- create a
matrix from a doubly nested list of ring elements or matrices
  * "matrix(RingMap)" -- the matrix associated to a ring map
  * "matrix(String)" -- make a matrix using classic Macaulay syntax
  * "matrix(Vector)"

DIV

-- Warning messages were truncated before
help Thing 

       

WARNING: Output truncated!  
full_output.txt

--warning: tag has no documentation: User :: Expression ..<
Thing, key (symbol ..<,Expression,Thing)
--warning: tag has no documentation: User :: IndexedVariableTable ..
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Thing, key (symbol ..,IndexedVariableTable,Thing)
--warning: tag has no documentation: User :: IndexedVariableTable
..< Thing, key (symbol ..<,IndexedVariableTable,Thing)
--warning: tag has no documentation: User :: MonoidElement .. Thing,
key (symbol ..,MonoidElement,Thing)
--warning: tag has no documentation: User :: MonoidElement ..<
Thing, key (symbol ..<,MonoidElement,Thing)
--warning: tag has no documentation: User :: RingElement .. Thing,
key (symbol ..,RingElement,Thing)
--warning: tag has no documentation: User :: RingElement ..<
Thing, key (symbol ..<,RingElement,Thing)
--warning: tag has no documentation: User :: Subscript .. Thing, key
(symbol ..,Subscript,Thing)
--warning: tag has no documentation: User :: Subscript ..< Thing,
key (symbol ..<,Subscript,Thing)
--warning: tag has no documentation: User :: Thing ..
IndexedVariableTable, key (symbol ..,Thing,IndexedVariableTable)
--warning: tag has no documentation: User :: Thing .. MonoidElement,
key (symbol ..,Thing,MonoidElement)
--warning: tag has no documentation: User :: Thing .. RingElement,
key (symbol ..,Thing,RingElement)
--warning: tag has no documentation: User :: Thing .. Subscript, key
(symbol ..,Thing,Subscript)
--warning: tag has no documentation: User :: Thing ..<
Expression, key (symbol ..<,Thing,Expression)
--warning: tag has no documentation: User :: Thing ..<
IndexedVariableTable, key (symbol ..<,Thing,IndexedVariableTable)
--warning: tag has no documentation: User :: Thing ..<
MonoidElement, key (symbol ..<,Thing,MonoidElement)
--warning: tag has no documentation: User :: Thing ..<
RingElement, key (symbol ..<,Thing,RingElement)
--warning: tag has no documentation: User :: Thing ..< Subscript,
key (symbol ..<,Thing,Subscript)

o1000000010 = Thing -- the class of all things
              ********************************

              Description
              ===========

              Everything in Macaulay2 is a thing.  This includes
numbers, strings, and lists.  More complicated things such as
polynomials, groups, rings, and chain complexes are implemented as
hash tables.  See "Type" for information about what types of things
there are.

              Types of thing :
              ================

                * "BasicList" -- the class of all basic lists
                * "Boolean" -- the class of Boolean values
                * "CompiledFunctionBody" -- the class of all
compiled function bodies
                * "Database" -- the class of all database files
                * "Dictionary" -- the class of all dictionaries
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                * "File" -- the class of all files
                * "Function" -- the class of all functions
                * "FunctionBody" -- the class of function bodies
                * "HashTable" -- the class of all hash tables
                * "LibxmlAttribute"
                * "LibxmlNode"
                * "Net" -- the class of all nets and strings
                * "NetFile" -- the class of all net files
                * "Nothing" -- the empty class
                * "Number" -- the class of all numbers
                * "Pseudocode" -- the class of pseudocodes
                * "Symbol" -- the class of all symbols
                * "Thing" -- the class of all things

              Functions and methods returning a thing :
              =========================================

                * "BasicList # ZZ" -- get element from list
                * "Function Thing" -- function application
                * "HashTable # Thing" -- get value from hash table
                * "String # ZZ" -- get character from string

              Methods that use a thing :
              ==========================

...

                * makeDocumentTag(Thing), see "makeDocumentTag" --
convert a documentation key to a documentation tag
                * member(Thing,Set), see "member" -- test membership
in a list or set
                * member(Thing,VisibleList), see "member" -- test
membership in a list or set
                * methods(Thing), see "methods" -- list methods
                * "MonoidElement .. Thing"
                * "MonoidElement ..< Thing"
                * mutable(Thing), see "mutable" -- whether something
may be modified
                * package(Thing), see "package" -- get containing
package
                * "peek'(ZZ,Thing)" -- examine contents of an object
                * "prepend(Thing,BasicList)" -- add an element to
the beginning of a list
                * remove(HashTable,Thing), see "remove" -- remove an
entry from a hash table
                * "removeHook(HashTable,Thing,Function)" -- remove a
hook function from an object
                * "replace(ZZ,Thing,VisibleList)" -- copy a list,
replacing an element
                * "RingElement .. Thing"
                * "RingElement ..< Thing"
                * "runHooks(HashTable,Thing,Thing)" -- run the hook
functions stored in an object
                * "runHooks(Symbol,Thing)" -- run the hook functions
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stored in an object
                * schurRing(Thing,ZZ), see "schurRing" -- make a
Schur ring
                * SchurRingIndexedVariableTable _ Thing, see
"SchurRingIndexedVariableTable"
                * ScriptedFunctor ^ Thing, see "ScriptedFunctor" --
the class of all scripted functors
                * ScriptedFunctor _ Thing, see "ScriptedFunctor" --
the class of all scripted functors
                * ScriptedFunctor Thing, see "ScriptedFunctor" --
the class of all scripted functors
                * SelfInitializingType Thing, see
"SelfInitializingType" -- the class of all self initializing types
                * "Set #? Thing" -- test set membership
                * "Subscript .. Thing"
                * "Subscript ..< Thing"
                * substitute(Divide,Thing), see "substitute" --
substituting values for variables
                * substitute(Power,Thing), see "substitute" --
substituting values for variables
                * substitute(Product,Thing), see "substitute" --
substituting values for variables
                * substitute(Sum,Thing), see "substitute" --
substituting values for variables
                * "Symbol _ Thing" -- index variable
                * "Symbol _ Thing = Thing" -- assignment to an
indexed variable
                * "Tally _ Thing" -- get a count from a tally
                * "Thing .. IndexedVariableTable"
                * "Thing .. MonoidElement"
                * "Thing .. RingElement"
                * "Thing .. Subscript"
                * "Thing ..< Expression"
                * "Thing ..< IndexedVariableTable"
                * "Thing ..< MonoidElement"
                * "Thing ..< RingElement"
                * "Thing ..< Subscript"
                * Command \\ Thing, see "Thing // Function" -- apply
a function
                * Function \\ Thing, see "Thing // Function" --
apply a function
                * SelfInitializingType \\ Thing, see "Thing //
Function" -- apply a function
                * Thing // Command, see "Thing // Function" -- apply
a function
                * "Thing // Function" -- apply a function
                * Thing // SelfInitializingType, see "Thing //
Function" -- apply a function
                * "Thing === Thing" -- strict equality
                * ultimate(Function,Thing), see "ultimate" --
ultimate value for an iteration
                * undocumented(Thing), see "undocumented"
                * WrapperType Thing, see "WrapperType" -- a class of
lists with abbreviated constructors
                * "ZZ : Thing" -- repeat an item
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              For the programmer
              ==================

              The object "Thing" is a type, with no ancestor class..

o1000000010 : DIV

full_output.txt
x = 3 

       3

x
-- As a result of improvements, "restart" stopped working in the middle of a
cell.
-- I thought it's OK last morning, but after a dgPresentation I changed my
mind...
restart
x 

       

3

x

Symbol
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